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A Quick Note From Gary...

The Diabetes Digester

Here I am at the American Diabetes

Association’s annual Scienti�c

Sessions for the umpteenth time,

staring at screens � lled with

complicated chemical reactions and

multiple sets of research data. Each 2-

hour symposium features 3-4 speakers

(often speaking very quickly or with a

di�cult-to-decipher accent) covering

various angles of the main topic. I do

my best to capture the key points of

each presentation to share with my

colleagues at Integrated Diabetes

Services so that we can formulate a plan for applying it to daily patient care and

disseminate it to our loyal followers.

The main credential after my name reads: Certi�ed Diabetes Care and Education

Specialist (CDCES). But what I really am is a digester of diabetes information. I take

high-level material, evaluate it, and then break it down into a form that can be

understood and used by our patients. Not just me – each of our clinicians

participates in professional conferences and continuing education activities on a

regular basis. Collectively, we evaluate research studies and product claims to

ensure the information is trustworthy and meaningful.

One of the things that separates us from other providers of diabetes care is our

ability to translate highly technical material. It isn’t enough to comprehend the

information. We must also communicate it in an understandable, relatable

manner. If you think that’s easy, think back to some of the challenging math or

science classes you took in school. How many of your teachers made the material

truly easy to understand and apply? There may have been one or two, but chances

are, they were the exception rather than the rule.

Your IDS clinicians are proud to digest more than just our “food challenge” meals.

We consider it our responsibility and our honor to get you the information you

need, in a way that makes it easy to use. Check the Thinking Like A Pancreas blog

in the coming weeks/months for my summary reports from this summer’s diabetes

conferences. And if there is anything you want to know more about, please ask.
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Recipes for Type 1 & Type 2

Diabetes

♥ Massaged Kale & Fennel Salad with

Lemon Vinaigrette

♥ Roasted Brussels Sprout Polenta

Bowl

♥ Cheesy Raw Vegan Zucchini Lasagna

♥ Strawberry Banana Fruit Leather

♥ Snickers Energy Balls

As always, I hope you enjoy this month’s edition of Diabetes Bites. Your feedback is

always welcome and appreciated.

Sincerely,

- Gary

Gary Scheiner MS, CDE

Owner & Clinical Director

Read the full newsletter online

(USA) 877-735-3648

Outside the US: 001-610-642-6055

info@integrateddiabetes.com

DON'T MISS:

Gary’s TRIVIA TIME!

The Survey Says!

Services en Español

Special Discounts!

Safe Cruising with Diabetes
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iLet© Bionic Pancreas

I recently returned from a cruise and I tried to

see the experience through the lens of a person

with diabetes. While each traveler will have their

own speci�c needs, I have some tips for making a

cruise successful and not stressful. 

Including how to navigate the airport, ship, and

of course - the bu�et!

Public Service Announcement:

Growth Hormones and Sleep

Deprivation

Attention “New to Diabetes” Parents or Guardians

of a child with Type 1 Diabetes: If you haven’t

heard yet, growth hormones can severely impact

your quality of sleep. I want to ensure you have

proper knowledge about and a plan to address

this challenge.

Impact of plant intake on Diabetes

Management – My n=1

While looking over a few plant-focused diets like

the 800g challenge and a diet by Dr. Michael

Greger. I looked at what my typical intake of fruits

and veggies was for a day and then combined the

2 plans to evaluate how things would work out.

Read what I learned.

Ask Dana: How Much Fiber is

Enough?

Dear Dana,

My doctor told me to increase my intake of �ber

to help with blood sugars and weight loss. I'm not

really sure what that means or how to do that. I

see lots of �ber supplements at the grocery store

and I’m not sure if that is all I need to do.
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Updates

Data presented at the recent American

Diabetes Association 82nd Scienti�c

Sessions this week show promising

results for Beta Bionics, Inc.’s system,

the iLet© Bionic Pancreas.

A Vegetarian Diet - How Does

it Impact my Growing Child?

A recent study looked at the

relationship between vegetarian/vegan

diets vs non-vegetarian and growth,

micronutrient levels, and serum lipids

in healthy children. 

How Nutrition Impacts Mood

It has become a well-known fact that

food can impact mood. According to a

new study, what kind of diet can help

with depression?

Lucky Number Seven

Sleep a�ects us at all stages of life,

however, getting the right amount of

sleep as we age, can help avoid

cognitive decline, Alzheimer's, and

dementia.

The “Art”  of Diabetes

Living with diabetes isn’t just about

numbers, calculations and dosage

titrations. There is a persona and a

story behind every reading. Karen

Callan decided to apply her

photography skills to express her

thoughts & feelings about life with the

“Big D”.
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Gary's Trivia TIme!

Last month we asked for the brand

names of FOUR commercially

available home-use treatments for

severe hypoglycemia.

CONGRATS: Liz Dahlvang of South

Dakota, mom of a 12-year-old boy with

T1D, for being the �rst with the correct

answer.

ANSWER: There are actually 5: Baqsimi (nasal spray from Lilly), GVoke HypoPen

(pre�lled pen from Xeris), Zegalogue (pre�lled pen from Zealand), Glucagon (old

“red box” kit from Lilly) and Glucagen (old “orange box” kit from Novo Nordisk).

With so many options now available, which one is best for you? As is the case with

many of the devices in the diabetes space, each has its share of pros and cons. If

your health insurance provides coverage for more than one, ask your IDS clinician

for assistance in �nding your best match.

NEW TRIVIA QUESTION:

One exciting area of research involves the prevention of diabetes in people at

high-risk. 

What medication, currently under review by the FDA, has been shown to delay

the development of type-1 diabetes by an average of almost three years?

*The �rst person with the correct answer wins complimentary tuition to the Type-1

University course of their choice!

Click to Submit Your Answers to gary@integrateddiabetes.com
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The Survey Says!

In last month’s edition of Diabetes Bites, we asked

users of CGM systems how often they check  their

blood sugar with a �ngerstick  meter.

Here’s how you responded:

Never: 23%

Once or twice a week: 47%

Daily (or almost daily): 18%

Three to four times a day: 7%

More than four times a day: 5%

Since 70% of respondents reported that they rarely check �ngerstick glucose levels,

it is worth nothing the situations in which we continue to recommend �ngersticks,

even when using a CGM that does not require calibration:

During warmup periods and data gaps

On day one of sensor use (until readings match up fairly closely)

If physical symptoms do not match sensor values

When recovering from hypoglycemia

During and immediately after exercise

After taking a substance that may interfere with sensor accuracy
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Nancy's Featured Finds!

This month I’d like to spotlight our own Gary

Scheiner's 3rd edition of Think Like A Pancreas!

The new edition features everything that made

the �rst two editions “essential reading” for

everyone who takes insulin.

And the American Diabetes Association Guide to

Raising a Child with Diabetes, which is a must-

read for parents of a child with diabetes.

New Survey Question:

The Covid pandemic brought about

many changes in the way healthcare is

delivered. While we pride ourselves on

being pioneers in providing virtual care

for our patients (IDS started providing

consultations by phone back in 2001),

we realize that not everyone prefers a

virtual approach. 

So tell us, what is your preferred method for receiving your diabetes care and

education?

Take The Survey!
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We have many more diabetes books available in

our secure online store!

Best,

Nancy

Glucose Tab Keychain holder

A durable, �oating plastic case with

keyring attachment holds up to 4 dex-

tabs for emergency use.

$7

Buy now

Think Like A Pancreas - 3rd

Edition

The 3rd edition of Gary Scheiner’s

Think Like A Pancreas is now

available. The new edition features

everything that made the �rst two

editions “essential reading” for

everyone who takes insulin.

$18

Buy Now!

N o t lik e ly

Would you recommend us to a friend?

Let Us Know What You Think!
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Advertising Opportunities

We o�er a number of promotional

opportunities for reaching the diabetes

marketplace, with a focus on patients and

healthcare providers who utilize intensive

insulin therapy. 

Website Advertising

Blog Advertising / editorial

Newsletter Advertising / Editorial

Diabetes Bites Monthly Newsletter is

published electronically by Integrated

Diabetes Services and distributed to more

than 10,000 individuals in the diabetes

community.

About Us 

Integrated Diabetes Services

provides diabetes education and

management consulting in-

person or remotely via phone

and the internet for children and

adults. 

Our blog, Thinking Like a

Pancreashighlights articles from

our own sta�.  

Type-1 Universityis the web-

based school of higher learning

for insulin users. Live and pre-

recorded courses on a variety of

topics.

Not likely Absolutely!!

SHARE TO FACEBOOK SHARE TO TWITTER FORWARD EMAIL

Integrated Diabetes Services

333 E. Lancaster Ave. (suite #204), Wynnewood

PA 19096 United States

(In N. America): 877-735-3648

(Outside N. America): 001-610-642-6055

En Espanol : + (267) 702-4496

info@integrateddiabetes.com

You received this email because you signed up on our

website, added your name to our email list, corresponded

with a member of our sta� or made a purchase from us.
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